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Synopsis 

The infrared aspects of quantum electrodynamics are discussed by treating two 

examples of scattering processes, bremsstrahlung and Compton scattering. As in 

the previous paper one uses a non-covariant diagram technique which gives very clear 

insight in the cancelling of infrared divergences between real and virtual photons. 

The treatment of Compton scattering shows the necessity of reformulating a theorem 

of Thirring on the validity of the Thomson scattering formula at very low energies. 

1. Introduction. The aim of the present paper is to discuss the infrared 

divergences involved in the S-matrix elements for scattering processes in 

quantum electrodynamics. The method to be employed is essentially 

non-covariant and relies on the results of the previous paper i), to be 

referred hereafter as I. For concreteness we treat two examples of scattering 

processes, bremsstrahlung and Compton scattering, with all accompanying 

infrared effects. The main difference between our discussion and the 

covariant treatment of Jauch and Rohrlich 2) lies in our extensive use 

of the non-covariant diagram technique already employed in I. This 

technique allows a simple and clear-cut separation of all effects of importance 

in the infrared region; it thereby provides what we believe to be a more 

convincing and transparant treatment. The problem of Compton scattering 

in the non-relativistic limit, already mentioned in I because of our objection 

to the theorem of Thirring a), is readily solved within the framework of 

our analysis. 
The three following sections are devoted to the discussion of bremsstrahlung. 

The external field acting on the electron is considered to be weak and we 
treat it in first Born approximation. In section 3 we introduce a new 

concept of ‘basic diagram’ which turns out to be very useful for splitting off 
infrared divergent effects. In section 4 all infrared divergences are eliminated 

by redefining the transition probability for bremsstrahlung so as to include 
all processes in which additional unobservably weak radiation is emitted. 
Section 5 is devoted to the study of low energy Compton scattering in 
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connection with the theorem of T h irr i ng 3). This theorem can only be made 

valid through a reformulation taking soft radiation effects properly into 

account. 

2. The electron in a weak external field. ‘Restricted’ calculation of S-matrix 
elements. The study of the infrared divergences in quantum electrodynamics 

is started in the present section by discussing the process of bremsstrahlung 

in the case of a small perturbation acting on the electron. The same example 

was treated previously by Bloch and Nordsieck J), but it is our contention 

that their treatment is not faultless and certainly incomplete. 

The hamiltonian H = Ho + V (see I. 3.2) is extended with a small 

perturbation W 

W = &Y,,, [brf*(p’)br(p) w(p',r' ; p, r) + b*(p’) b*(p) wz(p’, I’ ; p, r) + 

+ MP’) b,(P) w3(P’, r’ ; p, I) + &(p’)&*(P)~4(p’, y’ ; p, r)l (2.1) 

This perturbation will be treated in first Born approximation. We want 

to study transitions caused by W between the one-electron state Ipr; (0)) 

and states Ipr, ; {n,,}) w h ere &in81ws ( LIE, de 5 0 being so small that the 

individual photons in the final state will not be observed. The energy loss 

of the electron is then also I LIE. The transitions are studied with the 

S-matrix in the form (I. 4.17) 

<P’r* ; {%A> ISI Pr ; (0)) = &&.r&l,,{n,A) - 2n+YP’) + Csl%L% - E(P)) 

Nl+&*, {?&,A) E:s <P’C ; {n,,} I(V’ - V’R’(E(p) + io) V’},l pr; (0)) (2.4 

where 

and 

N P’, @+A) = Np,N{nsrl ; V’ = I/’ + W 

R’(z) = (HO + V + W - z)-1 = 

= DO(z) - D’(z) V’oO(z) + DO(z) V’D”(z)V’D”(z) - . . . . . . (2.3) 

As W is to be treated in first Born approximation we only consider diagrams 
6 with one W-interaction (a W-interaction is indicated with a dot). 

In the present section we calculate the matrix elements (2.2) only partially : 

we want to restrict ourselves to diagrams 6 with the following two pro- 

perties 
1. Each photon line in 6 represents a photon with energy 

satisfying this condition are represented by dotted lines). 

2. The W-interaction in 6 produces no positron emission 

and consequently originates from the following part of W 

W’ = Cp&-,r b*(g) b,(p) w(p’,r’ ; p, 7). 

I 6 (photons 

or absorption 

(2.4) 
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wr(p’, r’; p, r) can be considered as the fourier transform of the potential 

W(r) acting on the electron 

WI@‘, r’ ; p, I) = &l j dsr ur,*(p’) emi(@‘-p)**) (2.5) 

where zd and U* are the electron spinors. 

The reason of this restricted calculation is that it is essentially the same 

as the calculation of Bloch and Nordsieck (In the following section we will 

take into account all diagrams S). We will find the well known result that 

each matrix element (2.2) and consequently the corresponding transition 

probability are zero. This will turn out to be true for the restricted calculation 

(this section) as well as for the complete calculation (following section). 

If we restrict ourselves to photon energies I ii, we can write in accordance 

with (I. 2.16b) and (I. 3.9) 

(2.6) 
where we made a small change in notation xP + ND and a,,, --f uPsA. In 

accordance with (I. 4.14) and (I. 4.15) we can write 

Nfnsn) = n,, NsQ N 1. (2.7) 

In writing (2.6) and (2.7) we make errors of relative order es&/m. The ex- 

ponential (2.6) tends to zero in the limit of large volume Q, because of the 

logarithmic divergence of the sum 2; uzPsA at low frequencies. This is the 

main reason why the S-matrix elements (2.2) are all zero. If the photon had 

a finite rest mass, the exponential would not vanish, because of non vanish- 

ing energy denominators in the a’s in the low frequency region. 

Let us calculate first the matrix element <P’~R; (0) 1.S pr; (0)) where no 

photon is present neither in the initial nor in the final state. The lowest 

order contribution to it comes from the diagram of fig. 1 and is found to be 

(<p’r,; (0) ISI pp.; {O})}o = 

= - 27ciS(E(p’) - E(p)) wi(P’, r’; p, I) exp[- i Z$(02Psi + ~2PT,)1. (2.8) 

p(” w’ pr 

Fig. 1. Lowest order diagram contributing to (p'r~;{O}jSlpr; (0)). 

When calculating radiative corrections to (2.8) with the two restrictions 

mentioned above, it is found in a way quite similar to the method followed 
in (I. 3) and (I. 4) that one can forget all diagrams in which electron- 

positron pairs are created and absorbed. Furthermore one can forget all 
corrections coming from virtual photons which are emitted and absorbed 

on one and the same side of the IV-point. By leaving out all these diagrams 
we make errors of relative order eG/m. So we have only to deal with 
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diagrams in which the virtual photons overlap the W’-point (see for instance 
the diagram of fig. 2). 

In these diagrams we can neglect the electron’s recoil due to the emission 
and absorption of the virtual photons, in complete analogy with (I. 3). 

,.;.~=~-q., 
p’r, \1\1 Pr 

Fig. 2. Example of a radiative correction to the diagram of fig. 1. 

The virtual photons overlap the W/-point. 

It is not allowed to restrict oneself to radiative corrections up to a given 
order, because of the fact that additional soft photon lines give rise to 
additional infrared divergent integrals. So we want to sum over all possible 
soft photon corrections of all orders. This can be done exactly if we take as 
a last approximation that in each diagram the interaction W’ gives rise to 
a constant factor ‘wi(p’, r’; p, r). We then find after some combinatorics 

<P’V i {O}ISlpf;{O)>=(<P'~~; {~}(~~Pr~{~}~)O~~~O{B~~~~~~~~~,~~m/~~ = 

= - biw(p’) - E(P)) W(P’Y’ ; ~7) exp[ - i Cs(~PP,a - ~,,~)21. (2.9) 

The error made in (2.9) due to the fact that we took ZU~ as a constant factor 
can at most be of relative order esii/nz. This is based on the observation 
that (see (2.5)) 

w(p' - ks, r'; p - k,,r) = m(p’, r’;p, r)(l + O(4Q))). (2.10) 

The expression (2.9) vanishes due to the infrared behaviour of the exponen- 
tial. 

We now want to calculate the S-matrix element <p”rl; (Q}\S Jp+.;{O}> 

for a final state with {n,,} # (0). We choose the final electron momentum 
p” to have the same direction as p’ in (2.9). This choice is justified by the 
fact that the processes pr; (0) +p’*t; (0) and pr; (0) -+pr”; {PZ~~} are 
physically indistinguishable. Fig. 3 gives an example of a diagram contri- 
buting to <p”r~; {n,,> ISI pr; (0)). One has to sum over all diagrams of this 
kind in which the number of virtual soft photon lines varies and in which 
all vertices are permuted in all different ways. 

1. 
2... 
i ,. ‘.‘. 

n-1. 
n. ‘\\ 

’ .‘,\ \ 
‘.‘. 

p’r’ \‘\ ‘W i /’ /. 
QX,L’ P’ 

Fig. 3. Example of a diagram contributing to (p”7n; {nd} ISIp,; (0)) 

in which n = &A n,a is the number of real soft photons emitted. 

Again one can verify that diagrams with pairs are irrelevant while all 
virtual photons have to overlap the W’-point. 
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As follows from energy conservation we have the following relation 

between the final momenta p” and p’, 

P” = P’(1 + O(&, n,4(E - m))), 

where E - m is the kinetic energy of the electron. We want to neglect the 

difference between p” and p’.. Furthermore we want again to take ZJL as a 

constant factor in each diagram. However we observe from (2.5) that ZLV~ 

is a function of Ap = p’ - p. When ZQ is taken as a constant factor, the 

errors we make are 0(&Z/m) and O(ezAe/p lApI). If lAp/pI = O(l), the last 

error is O(eZAe/(E -m)). If we neglect the difference between p” and p’ 
we find that it is again possible to sum up exactly all contributing diagrams, 

the result of this combinatorial problem being 

<p’V; {%,,} IS/ pr; {O}>=<p’V; {O}\S\pr; (0)) n,,(2-ai(bp,s~-bpsl))nsa/(n,,!)~= 

= - hi W(p’) - E(p)) w(p’, r’; p, r) exp[- $ 2l$ (q,, - Q)~I 
&(2-i i(ap,,, - opsl))nq(9%,~!)4. (2.1 1) 

The expression (2.11) vanishes just like (2.9) due to the infrared behaviour 

of the exponential. 

3. The electron i?z a weak external field. Complete calculation of S-matrix 
elements. In this section we want to extend the calculations of the preceding 

section. We want to calculate matrix elements 

<p’~; (0) ISI pr; (0)) and <p”,,; {n,,} ISI pr; lo}), 

taking now into account all diagrams 6 with one W-interaction, without the 

two restrictions mentioned in section 2. However, in order to avoid ultra- 

violet divergences we introduce a high energy cut off K > m. This will be 

the only restriction from now on. 
As before dotted lines represent soft photons, i.e. photons of frequency 

< 6. By a shaded area as in fig. 4 we represent a connected part of a diagram 

where each intermediate state (if any) has an energy denominator > 6, 

and from (in) which no electron, positron or photon lines leave (enter) 

except the two external electron lines drawn in the figure. 

Fig. 4. Part of a diagram where each intermediate state in 

the shaded area has an energy denominator > 3. 

In such a part the external electron path can be straight (no pairs in inter- 
mediate states except for closed loops) or not. Consequently if a W-inter- 

action is involved in such a part, we have not only to deal with interactions 
of the form (2.4), but there may occur W-terms with positron operators (see 
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(2.1)). A shaded area containing a W-interaction will be called a basic part 
of a diagram. By basic diagram we mean a S-matrix diagram without 
energy denominator < W, consisting of a basic part and an ingoing and 
outgoing electron line. 

Fig. 5. Basic diagram contributing to (P’~,; (0) IS\ p,.; {O}). 

Let fig. 5 represent all basic diagrams contributing to (p’r,; (0) ISI p,; (0)) 
(the diagram of fig. 1 is one of them). Let the total contribution of their basic 
parts to the S-matrix element be the factor B(p’, r’; p, r). Then the contri- 
bution of fig. 5 to <p’rc; {O> JSI pr; (0)) is found to be 

(<p’rs ; {O}\Sl pr; {O)>},,,, = - 25~ a@(~‘) --E(p)) B(p’,r’ ; P, I) N,*N,,*. (3.1) 

We now claim that we find the complete matrix element 

<p’v; (0) ISI pr; (O}> 

by taking into account all radiative corrections to basic diagrams fig. 5. 
If such an additional correction only gives rise to another basic diagram, the 
contribution is already included in (3.1). So we only have to consider radiative 
corrections which do not give rise to other basic diagrams. We first consider 
all second order corrections of this kind. They are represented by the 
diagrams of fig. 6a, 6b and 6c in which the additional virtual photon is 
naturally soft. 

Sh ,,-----_\ \ 
P r P’ 

0 c 

Fig. 6. Second order radiative corrections to fig. 5. 

In the case fig. 6a the soft photon sil gives rise to two energy denomina- 
tors < G, which gives an infrared divergent integral over wQ. In the case 
fig. 6bc the additional soft photon gives rise to only one energy denominator 
< 6, because of the fact that the soft photon is attached at one end to the 
basic part (Whenever, like in fig. 6b and 6c a soft photon is attached to a 
basic part, we count as basic parts also such ‘deformed basic parts’ in which 
the soft photon is attached to a vertex where a pair is absorbed or created. 
An example is given in fig. 6d where the wavy line represents a photon of 
frequency 2 CT). In spite of the occurrence of one small energy denominator 
the integral over w s converges in the case fig. 6bc. The contribution as 
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compared with that of fig. 5 is of relative order eaf(G/m) in which 
lim m-0 f(44 = 0, and will therefore be neglected. 

We now look for higher order radiative corrections to fig. 5 (as a matter 

of course limiting ourselves to those which don’t give rise to diagrams of the 

type fig. 5 and fig. 6 again). In this connection we first restrict ourselves to 

basic diagrams with only additional virtual soft photon lines. This is the only 

class of diagrams involved in the considerations of J au c h and R o h r 1 i c h 2) 

in their treatment of infrared difficulties. (As shown later there are more 

diagrams to be considered but they will turn out to be irrelevant). We can 

easily see that diagrams which are constructed from basic diagrams by adding 

virtual soft photon lines which all overlap the basic part give rise to very 

important infrared contributions. This case is quite analogous to fig. 2. 

Here also the main contributions come from diagrams where the electron 

path outside the basic part is straight. See for instance fig. 7 where we drew 

the diagrams with two soft photons, Again in analogy with section 2 we can 

forget all corrections coming from virtual soft photons which are emitted 

and absorbed on one and the same side of the basic part. 

0 b 
Fig. 7. Fourth order radiative corrections to fig. 5 with only overlapping virtual soft 

photon lines. 

If at least one of the additional soft photon lines is attached to the basic 

part we can neglect its contribution. See for instance fig. 8 where we drew 

all fourth order corrections to fig. 5 in which one of the photons is attached 

to the basic part and where the electron path outside the basic part is 

straight. We easily find that the contribution of the diagrams of fig. 8 as 

compared with that of fig. 6a is of relative order esf(G/m) (see above), and 

can therefore be neglected. The reason is that we have for fig. 8 one small 

energy denominator less than in the case of fig. 7. 

a b 

/ 
‘--hay., 

-r p’r’ 
c d 

Fig. 8. Fourth order radiative corrections to fig. 5. One of the two virtual soft photons 

is attached to the basic part. 

These considerations can easily be extended to any order, the result being 
that only virtual soft photon lines overlapping the basic part are relevant, 

the electron path outside the basic part being straight. 
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Until now we restricted ourselves to the simple insertion of soft photon 
lines in fig. 5. But it is possible to construct radiative corrections to fig. 5 
with shaded areas outside the basic part. Such corrections are missed in the 
treatment of Jauch and Rohrlich 2). First of all we deal with diagrams 
of the kind fig. 9 in which the shaded areas are in the electron path outside 
the basic part. 

Fig. 9. Higher order radiative corrections to fig. 5 with shaded areas outside the basic 
part in the electron path. 

Consider fig. 9a. In the limit os --t 0 the shaded area 1 will compensate 
the areas 2, 2’, . . . due to the Ward identity. The areas 2, 2’, . . . simply give 
rise in this limit to a factor RPf - 1 (where nPp equals N,? except for 
infrared contributions), which compensates with a factor coming from the 
area 1 in the vertex. Also area 4 and areas 3,3’, 3”, . . . will compensate in 
the limit os + 0. We may therefore neglect the diagram of fig. 9a as compared 
with fig. 6a. The error will be of relative order e%/m. 

Consider fig. 9b. Quite analogous to the case fig. 9a the following pairs of 
areas will compensate in the limit cogI, wg -+ 0; 1 with 2, 2’, . . . ; 3 with 
4, 4’, . . . . 6 with 5, 5’, . . . ; 8 with 7, 7’, . . . . a 

Consider fig. 9c. The areas 3, 3’, . . . and 4 ; 5, 5’, . . . and 6 will compensate, 
but the areas 1 and 2, 2’, . . . will not. As we saw already the areas 2, 2’, . . . 
give rise to a non infrared divergent factor fi,f - 1 in the limit wsl, ws, --+ 0. 
The area 1 is such that one has one small energy denominator less than in the 
case fig. 7a. For that reason diagrams with shaded areas in (from) which 
more than one soft photon enters (leaves) can be neglected. All these 
arguments can be extended to higher order diagrams leading to the con- 
clusion that radiative corrections to basic diagrams with shaded areas in the 
electron path outside the basic part can be neglected. 

Secondly we have to deal with diagrams of the kind fig. 10 in which the 
shaded areas are in the virtual soft photon lines. Using similar arguments 
as in (I. 4) we can prove that the diagrams of fig. 10a and lob and similar 
diagrams can be neglected, the error being at most of relative order esG/m. 

The conclusion of the whole diagram analysis is the following: In order 
to calculate <p’rr; (01 ISI &; (0)) we have only to deal with diagrams 
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constructed from basic diagrams by adding virtual soft photon lines which 

overlap the basic part. If in summing up all those diagrams we take the 

A-- ----- f& p-r /-----3% pe , \ 
P r 

0 b 
Fig. 10. Higher order radiative corrections to fig. 5 with shaded areas outside the 

basic part in the virtual soft photon lines. 

basic part as a constant factor, we can make at most errors of relative order 

e2f(6/m) with lim,,, /(w/m) = 0. We find 

<P’v; {O} ISI pr; (0)) = - 27ci d(E(p’) - E(p)) B(p’, r’; p, y) 

N,*N,J c;_, (4 x; OP“& o,,,)yPz! (34 

where B has the same meaning as in (3.1). 

By making a similar diagram analysis with diagrams contributing to 

Np = (1 + ((a/al) Gp(Z))l,EC,,)-i one can prove 

N, = % exp[- ‘z EZ ~2psll P-3) 

where, as before, fip is defined in the same way as Np except that all photons 

are restricted to the frequency range w > W. The error in writing (3.3) 

depends on Co and vanishes for w + 0. With the aid of (3.3) we write for the 

complete matrix element 

<P’v; (0) ISI pr; (0)) = - 23zi d(E(p’) - E(p)) B(p’, r’; p, 7) 

%+%~* exp[- i C3 ~~~~~~ - ~psL)21. (3.4) 

This formula can be compared with (2.9) of which it is an extension. Again 

one easily sees that (3.4) vanishes due to the infrared behaviour of the 

exponential. 

We now want to calculate the complete matrix element 

<P”v; {n,,} ISI pr; (0)) = <p’~; {n,,} ISIp,; {O}> in which {Q> # (0). 

The diagram analysis which lead to (3.3) and (3.4) is very helpful in this 

calculation, 
First of all we can certainly say that all diagrams of the kind fig. 11 are 

relevant. Such diagrams are constructed from all relevant diagrams contri- 

buting to (3.2), by attaching real soft photon lines to the external lines 

of the basic diagram. We get a maximal number of small energy denomina- 
tors in this way. Thus, if we include shaded areas in fig. 11 outside the basic 

part, we can treat them in a completely analogous way as in figs. 9 en 10. 
If one of the real soft photon lines in fig. 11 would be attached to the basic 
part in stead of to an external line, we would have one small energy denomi- 

nator less. This is enough to neglect the diagram. See for instance the diagram 
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of, fig. 12a, which will be neglected as compared with fig. 12b and 12c, because 
of the fact that for We + 0 it has no vanishing energy denominator. If one 
of the virtual soft photon lines in fig. 11 would be attached to the basic part 

Fig. 11. Example of a diagram contributing to (~'~9; {%,A} ISjpr; {0}), where each 

drawn soft real or virtual photon is attached to the external lines of the basic diagram. 

Fig. 12. Basic diagrams with one additional real soft photon. 

with one side, in stead of to an external line, we would have also one energy 
denominator less. Again this is enough to neglect the diagram. See for 
instance the diagrams of fig. 13a and 13b. One could have the impression 
that the diagram of fig. 13a is important in the infrared region, because of 
the fact that for vanishing ws the integral over wsl converges very badly *). 
However if we take together the diagrams of fig. 13a and 13b, the result is a 

Sh 
‘\. p 

b 

Fig. 13. Basic diagrams with one additional real soft photon. A virtual soft photon 

is attached to the basic part with one side. 

convergent w,~ integration. So we can simply neglect fig. 13a and 13b as 
compared with fig. 12b. The result of this discussion is that we only have 
to sum over all diagrams of the kind fig. 11 in order to get the complete 
matrix element <P’~,; (03 ISI p,; (0)). Doing this we find the following 
extension of (2.11) 

<p’r*; {%A) 1.q pr; (0)) = - 2h W(p’) - Jqp)P(p’, r’; p r) 

W%~+f exp[- &Xi bPjsl - ~psrl)21 KdW~p~,A - ~,,JP/(~,J*. (3.5) 

Again the expression (3.5) vanishes due to the behaviour of the exponential. 

*) A similar diagram was discussed bp-Nakanishi s), p. 162. 
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4. Transition firobability of the bremsstrahlung process without observable 
radiation. From (3.5) we find the corresponding transition probability per 

unit time for the process pr; (0) -zp’~; {n,,> in the form 

Q’rj, {Q}; Pr, (0)) = 23~ d(E(p’) - E(P)) IB(p’, r’; P,r)lz 

%I&, exp[-- G%(~,,A - QAYI rIsAM~p'sl - ~pd2)ns"l"sJ. (4.1) 

Just like (3.5) the expression (4.1) is zero in the limit D + CCL The reason 

is clearly the following. Physically it makes little sense to consider (4.1) 

when none of the emitted photons is observed because of its energy being 

to low. We therefore want to sum (4.1) over all unobservable sets of photons 

(n,,> so as to get a transition probability which has a more directly observable 

meaning. This is the well known procedure to interpret in physical terms the 

infrared divergences of electrodynamics. So we have to sum (4.1) over all 

sets (n3 with the restriction Csn n,, 5 LIE. We find for this new transition 

probability the following expression (where the prime in C’{lzsl) indicates 

the restricted summation) 

C’~n~nt T(P’v, {Q}: PC (0)) = &~(E(P’) - E(P)) IB(p’, r’; P, r)12 

@% exp[- 8 CS (G,,,~ - ~psl)21 c'~d n,,{H~,~,, - ~p,32PA/n,A!. (4.2) 

Following Jauch and Rohrlich 2), we can rewrite the restricted summation 

in (4.2) in a more covenient form if we introduce the identity 

(Zni)-lJ?z dE exp[iE(l - CSn 1z,~w,/A~)]/(5 - G,I) = 1 if Csl nsLws < de 

= 0 if &d n,,o, > de 

where 7 is a small positive number. 

We write 

C’+A rb CHQ~~ - ~psJ2)ns1/n,i! = zh) II,, WP,sl - 

- oP,J2}“8~/(ngA !) ./AZ dt exp[G( 1 - ~,n~,nw,/~43/(2n~(~ - iv)) = 

= j?: d[ exp(it)/(2ni(E -iv)) exp[i ~~~(oP~sA-~P81)2 exp(- iEw,/Ae)l. (4.4) 

We can write in the limit Q -+ co 

EUQsn - 5psl )2 = aC(p’, p)/d+ (4.5) 

where a = e2 is the fine-structure constant and 

dQ, being the element of solid angle in the direction of the photon mo- 

mentum k,; ~4 = p/E(p); ,u’ = p’/E(p’) and KS = Iksl. We thus find 

lim,, exp[- 4 % (%M - 0pSA)2] ~:‘{%} I181 {$(5D’8A - 5&2)nsrl/nSA! = 

= exp[- aC(p’, p) In ii/A~] /.?z dE exp(iE)/(&i(E - iv)) 

expCaC(p’, p) f,jr dx(exp(- i&x) - 1)/x]. (4.7) 
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The integral over E in the right-hand side of (4.7) exists but cannot be found 
in closed form, the integral over x, however, can. One finds 

_fZ,” cl5 exp(iE)/(2n@ - iv)) exp[aC(p’, p) fl dx(exp(- &) - 1)/x] = 

= $2; d[ exp(iE)/(2+ - iv)) exp[aC(p’, p) {Gil - In ~6 - z&Z}] = 

= 1 - (7q12) &Q(p’, p) + . . . (4.8) 

where y is the constant of Euler, and Ci6 and Si5 are the integral cosine 
and sine, (4.8) agrees with the result of Yennie and Suura 6) p. 1379, 

eq. (9). 
If p and iu_’ are < 1, than C(p’, p) = 0 ((p’ - ,u)s). In that case we find 

for the right-hand side of (4.8) a result which is practically 1. Only in the 
case ,u, ,u’ M 1 we find deviations from 1, because of the fact that in that case 
C(p’, p) becomes very large; the approximation in the right-hand side of 
(4.8) is then insufficient. 

If we rewrite (4.2) with the aid of (4.7) and (4.8) we get 

C’@& W’V, {%A}: Pr, (0)) = 2qJqP’) - E(p)) IB(P’, r’; Pa r)12 ~~~fp~ 

exp[- aC(p’, p) In fi,/A](l - (~2~112) a2C2(p’, p) + . ..). (4.9) 

If we specialize to the case ,u, ,u’ Q 1, we can forget the last factor in (4.9), 
and so we get finally 

exp[- aC(p’, p) In G/de]. (4.10) 

We derived the expression (4.10) under the following conditions es, 6/m, 
e‘Qle/p (LIP\, ,X < 1. It is worth noting that the expression (4.10) could be 
derived without the restriction & n, o8 I de. The same expression would 
be found if each real soft photon individually had its energy in the interval 
(0, de). The only effect of the restricted summation is the factor 
(1 - (7$/12) asCa(p’,p) + . ..) in (4.9), w ic was not found by Bloch and h h 
Nordsieck 4). In the treatment of Jauch and Rohrlich 2) the restriction 
on the real soft photons is taken into account. 

In actual practice the function fipflPt jB(p’, r’; p, r)12 in (4.10) is ap- 
proximated by all basic parts up to a given order in a. Expressed in terms 
of renormalized charge and mass it has a finite limit when the ultraviolet 
cut off tends to infinity. It of course involves the infrared cut off 6. 

The exponential factor in (4.10) is the effect of all possible soft photon 
corrections (real and virtual) to infinite order. In this exponential factor, as 
we saw already, C(p’, p) = 0 ((,u’ - p)s) in the non-relativistic region ,u, 
p’ < 1. Further ii, = fm where 0 < f < 1, while the whole de-dependence 
of (4.10) is located in the expression In ~/de. 

Assume that C is not too large, C 5 1. This holds as long as we are not 
in the extreme relativistic region. Then, since O( < 1 we can choose LIE such 
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that fm > de > fm exp[- (aC(p’, p))-l] and we can certainly write 

exp[- aC(p’, p) In G/As] N 1 - aC(p’, p) In fm/A& N 1. (4.11) 

This means that there is a whole As-region in which all infrared divergent 

soft photon corrections (real and virtual) can be neglected. If one considers 

only second order corrections of this kind one obtains in (4.11) the term of 

order 1 in a. However, if AE decreases (the accuracy of the experiment 

getting better) the approximation (4.11) is getting correspondingly worse. 

If A& 5 fm exp[- (aC(p’. p))-l] one has to take more terms in the expansion 
of the exponential. The behaviour for As + 0 is clearly singular in a. The 

transition probability approaches zero whereas its expansion to any finite 

order in a diverges. The vanishing of the transition probability (4.10) for 

AE --f 0 is in agreement with the fact that processes in which the electron 

is scattered cannot take place without emission of radiation. 

5. A&ix&cation to Compton scattering in the non-relativistic limit. In 1950 

W. Thirring a) established a theorem which can be formulated as follows: 

the Compton scattering cross section with all radiative corrections reduces 

in the non-relativistic limit to the second order cross section (i.e. to the 

Thomson scattering formula). The only effect of the radiative corrections 

in this limit is to renormalize mass and charge. 

As it stands this theorem cannot be strictly correct in view of the fact 

that in calculating radiative corrections to a certain process one has neces- 

sarily to deal with infrared divergent integrals which are not removed by 

means of a renormalization method of the ultraviolet type. In the case of 

bremsstrahlung the effect of these infrared divergent integrals was, that 

each matrix element between states with a finite number of photons 

vanished, if we took into account all radiative corrections (see (3.5)). We 

naturally expect the same to be true in the case of Compton scattering. 

Furthermore we expect in analogy with section 4 that it will be necessary 

to redefine the transition probability for Compton scattering, taking into 

account all processes with additional real soft photon production. We will 

see in this section that it is possible to derive a result very analogous to 

Thirring’s a) by including with ordinary (single photon) Compton scattering 
all multiple Compton processes where the additional real soft photons are 
of unobservably low energy. The theorem of T hirring a) will thus appear 
to be incorrect inasmuch as it neglects these multiple processes. 

We first repeat the arguments leading to the Thirring theorem *). 

All possible Feynman diagrams contributing to single photon Compton scattering 

can be constructed by attaching in all possible ways an ingoing and an outgoing photon 

line to all electron self-energy diagrams. These two external photon lines can be 

*) See Thirrings) and Jauch and Rohrlich’) p. 246, 247. 
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attached either to the open electron path or to closed loops. If at least one of the ex- 
ternal photon lines is attached to a closed loop, the contribution of such a diagram 
will vanish if the momentum of that photon approaches zero. Since in the non-relati- 
vistic limit the photons have very low momentum we have only to deal with diagrams 
in which the photon lines are attached to the open electron path. In the case of zero 
momentum of the external photon lines, every propagation function SF(#) to which 
such a line has been attached is replaced by 

c x’r SF(#) e,Yr SF(#) = - ic x, e,(WP,) SF(P) (5.1) 

where G is a constant and eP the polarization four-vector of the photon. The sum of 
lowest order Compton scattering and all its radiative corrections in the case that the 
two external photon momenta are zero is therefore proportional to 

SF-l(P) c,, ep d$(2Ua2/+,*,) -%'Wl S+(P) (5.2) 

where e’ii and e(z) are the polarization vectors of the incoming and outgoing photons 
respectively, and SF’(~) is the propagation function with all radiative corrections 
included. 

After renormalization of mass one has according to Dyson s) 

SF’(P) = (1 - R)FF(P) + UP)) (5.3) 

where B is an infinite renormalization constant, and &(fi) is the correction to SF(+) 
remaining after all renormalization. The conventional argument now says that by 
choosing the special gauge with es(i) = es’s) = 0 and specializing to the rest system 
of the incoming electron (p = 0) one finds 

%-r(P) GFLy eP c1)ey(2)(a2/ap,apy) Cf(p)] SF-~(~) = 0. (5.4) 

Explicit calculations, however, do not confirm this equation because of the appearance 
of infrared divergent terms in & (p) ( see Jauch and Rohrlich7) p. 183, eq. (9.26) 
or p. 463, eq. (A V-28)) which make the separation (5.3) ambiguous. Accepting (5.4), 
one finds for the remaining part of (5.2) 

(1 - B) SF-~(+) x,, eptl)e, '2'[(az/ap,a~,)sF(p)l~~-l(~). (5.5) 

The factor (1 - B) is compensated by the renormalization of the wave functions u 
and u’ of the ingoing and outgoing electron 

u = (1 - B)-fuR; u’ = (1 - B)-tdR (5.6) 

where ux and U’R are the renormalized wave functions. In view of this one finds in 
stead of (5.5) 

SF-r(P) ZX CL” eI,‘1’e,‘2)[(a21ap,aPy) s&VI SF-%? = 
= - EpV [ecl(l) r,&(P) e,12V, + ~,~2~~Y-%Wp~1~~pl (5.7) 

which is clearly the S-matrix element for Compton scattering to second order. Since 
we are in the non-relativistic case the corresponding cross section is given by the 
Thomson formula. The only effect of all radiative corrections was to renormalize the 
mass. If we consider also all corrections in the external soft photon lines, the effect is 
an additional charge renormalization. 

According-to Thirring 3) as well as to Jauch and Rohrlic-h 7) these 
arguments are- sufficient to conclude to the validity of the Thirring 
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theorem. They overlook, however, the occurrence of infrared divergences 

in radiative corrections and the related emission of infinitely many soft 

photons in the scattering process. 

In order to arrive at a better description of low-energy Compton scattering, 

we work in analogy with the preceding sections in the non-covariant 

formalism. Transitions are studied again with the S-matrix in the form 

(I. 4.17). We want to consider the matrix element <p’~; ~21s (S( pr; sri2r) 

for Compton scattering, with small but fixed kal and ksa (wsl, w_ <m). 

The indices I, r’ for the spin of the electron are omitted in the following. The 

incoming velocity of the electron is denoted by p. We consider here only the 

non-relativistic case where p < 1. Let us first calculate the lowest order 

contribution. There are four second order diagrams (fig. 14). The two 

diagrams fig. 14a and 14b together give rise to the follownig contribution 

{<p’; s2J21SIp; S1h>}a+b = 

= - 27ciS(E(p’) + co& - E(P) - %) 4dP + 4, - P - %I) 

fld%* exp[- ii I% (u~~w + a2,,Jl(iuj %A) (P, %,dWn, %,I - ws,F1 - 

- (LK k,,) - sF1l. (5.8) 

\S2h2 
'\ 

V!. ,s& 

\ /' --I_ 

P’ 
a 

p p’ --Lss. P 
b li- 

Fig. 14. The four second order diagrams contributing to Compton scattering. 

In our non-relativistic case (p << 1, co,, Q m) we have 

W8JWS, N (1 + O&(1 - cos q/m)-1 = 1 + O(w,,/m) (5.9) 

where 8 is the angle between k_ and k,,. We find 

{<p’; s2)32 ISI p; s&},+, = - hW(p’) + ~0,~ - 

- E(P) - %I) k(P’ 

&f%+ exp[- t Zi (cf2~~sl + f~~,,d(1u, ~,dJ(~CI, 

The two diagrams fig. 14c and 14d contribute 

{<p’; s2A2 1.q p; Sdl>},+, = 

+ 4, - P- %I) 
Qs,&2-10( 1). (5.10) 

N - 2niS(E(p’) + m08a - E(P) - 081) MP + 4, - P - k) 

N,,*fi,* ed- 4 I% (52ptsrl + ~2,,A)l(~sdlt %,J(-- 24. (5.11) 
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It is easily seen that the contribution of (5.10) is unimportant as compared 

with the contribution of (5.11). The ratio is proportional to ,G, and vanishes 

if p = 0. From (5.11) we find in second order (i.e. replacing the factor 

mpl*m,* exp[- t x; ((~2~~~~ + ~2&] by 1) the cross section 

(da/d+, = yo2(%l, %lJ2 (5.12) 

where ~0 = ezjm is the classical electron radius and where cslL1 and eanls 

are polarization vectors (u,~ = 2e(n/Qws)* E,J. Formula (5.12) is the well 

known Thomson formula. 

The faetor exp[- $ Cz(u2P,sl +9Psl )] in (5.11) vanishes due to the infrared 

divergent summation (compare with (2.8)). ‘If we take into account all 

radiative corrections to Compton scattering, we will find again (compare 

with (3.4)) that the complete matrix element (p’; ~212 ISI p, sill) vanishes. 

Let us now discuss the radiative corrections. From the fact that the 

diagrams of fig. 14a and 14b give vanishing contributions in the low-energy 

limit we conclude that it is unnecessary to consider radiative corrections 

to them: corrections from high energy virtual photons are of relative order 

CL after renormalization while corrections in the infrared region have the 

same degree of divergence as the corresponding corrections to the diagrams 

of fig. 14c and 14d. This means that among others the following classes of 
diagrams are irrelevant : 

1. Diagrams without any shaded area. They are constructed by adding 

only soft hhoton lines to the diagrams of fig. 14a and 14b. 

2. Diagrams of the type fig. 15a and 15b. They are a simple extension 

of fig. 14, in which the two vertices and the internal electron line are cor- 

rected with shaded areas. All such corrections together only ,give rise to an 

additional factor flpt-*mP-* in (5.10) cancelling fiPJflP*. 

92h2 Vl/, .S2A2 

'\ 
/ . . 

/ . . 
. . 

P_ p' 

(I b 
“-y1 

Fig. 15. Shaded area corrections to the vertices and internal electron line 

of fig. 14a and 14b. 

Q b 
Fig. 16. Radiative corrections to fig. 14a and 14b in which shaded areas are connected 

by means of soft photon lines. 

3. Diagrams of the type fig. 16a and 16b in which some shaded areas are 

connected by mkans of soft photon lines 

Physica 26 
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From this it is seen that relevant diagrams should have the property that 
the two external photon lines are attached to one and the same shaded area. 
It is therefore convenient, in analogy with section 3, to define the basic 
diagrams for Compton scattering as being the diagrams of the kind given 
in fig. 17 (two external photon lines and two external electron lines attached 
to one and the same shaded area). The diagrams of fig. 14c and 14d are the 
simplest examples of basic diagrams. 

42x2 
'\ 

SlQ, 

'\ ' 
,' 

PF-@@% 

Fig. 17. Basic diagram for Compton scattering. 

A relevant diagram for Compton scattering in the low-energy limit can 
now be either a basic diagram or a radiative correction to a basic diagram. 
In analogy with section 3 we find that relevant corrections to a basic diagram 
come from virtual soft photon lines which overlap the shaded area in fig. 17. 
All these soft photon lines together give rise to a factor 

in the matrix element for the basic diagram (compare with (3.2)). It should 
be noted, however, that some basic diagrams are irrelevant in the low- 
energy limit. For instance basic diagrams in which the external photons are 
attached to closed loops are certainly irrelevant (see above the conventional 
proof of Thirring’s theorem). The same holds for basic diagrams in which 
the whole electron path is straight, because they are corrections O(a) to 

the irrelevant diagrams of fig. 14n and 14b. 
Let the total contribution of all basic diagrams be 

{<p’; %3r2 ISI p; &>}~& = 

= - 27ri6(E(p’) + mOsa - E(P) - %,) MP’ + k -P - k,J %.+hJa- 

eW!- KZ~(~2prsi + u2,31 g(p' ; s2A2 ; p, ~14) (5.13) 

(compare with (3.1)). In order to get the contribution of all radiative cor- 
rections to Compton scattering in the low-energy limit of the external photons 
we have to multiply (5.13) with the factor 

We then find for the total contribution of all relevant diagrams in this limit 

<P’ ; s2A2 jSj p; SI~I> = - 27ci d(E(p’) + s-E(P) --CO&&P + J&q-p--k,,) 

~TJ,*~P* a@‘, s212 ; p, &I) exp[-k ills (uPp’sl - a,,J2]. (5.14) 

The function flPs*mP* &QJ’, ~222; p, siLi) involves the infrared cut off 6. 
Expressed in terms of the renormalized mass and charge it has a finite limit 
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when the ultraviolet cut off tends to infinity. The expression (5.14) vanishes 
due to the infrared behaviour of the, exponential. Only in the case p’ = p 
(this holds in particular when the external photons have zero momentum, 
which is the situation considered by Thirring) does the expression not 
vanish. Barring this unrealistic situation we simply find that taking into 
account all radiative corrections leads to a vanishing cross section, which 
obviously contradicts Thirring’s theorem. 

We now remark, however, that the arguments of Thirring can be 
succesfully. applied to low-energy Compton scattering if one restricts all 
virtual photons to energies w > 6. This restriction cannot affect the argu- 
ments because renormalization is an ultraviolet matter. When this restriction 
is made the vanishing exponential factor in (5.14) is absent and one can 
write for small mosl, oSl and p, 

Z (a’&&> Q’&l,)/(- 294 F(G; p’, s2)32; P, ah), (5.15) 

where the factor ((z’~~~~, a’sarll )/( - 2~‘) (involving the renormalized charge 
and mass e’ and m’) according to (5.11) and (5.12) gives rise to the Thomson 
cross section. According to Thirring’s proof the function F(w;p’, s&; 
p, s~l,~) for p = 0 and wSl = wS, = 0 can be put equal to 1 neglecting the 
small contribution from the frequency region (0, 6) to the charge and mass 
renormalization. Indeed, if W <m, charge and mass renormalization are 
not affected by the restriction on the virtual photons. If 0 < coSI, ass <m 
the function F(6; p’, ~212; p, slill) can be put equal to 1 in a whole G&region, 
as will be seen later on. According to (5.15) one finds for the complete theory 
without the restriction w > CT, on the virtual photons 

<p’, s23L2 ISI p, ~dl> = 

= - 27ci qqp’) + co,* - E(P) - %I) &r (P’ + 4, - P - k) 
(a’ 8d1, Q’~~~,)/( - 2m’) F(G; P’, d2; p, sdl) exp[-) C$(Q,,- Q)~] (5.16) 

which leads to the (vanishing) cross section 

da(p’, szilz; p, sdl)/dQ = ~o‘~(Q,, Q)~ IF@; P’, ~212; P, &) I2 

exp[- 8 C,“,(Q,~ - ~ps~)21 ~dW) + 
+ 08% - E(P) - %) Mb’ + 4, - P - k,l)? (5.17) 

where ~0’ = e’s/m’ is the classical electron radius in terms of the renormalized 
mass and charge. 

We now want to take into account all multiple Compton processes in 
which in addition to the soft but observable photon with momentum k,,, 
soft photons are emitted with a total energy I AE. We then redefine the 
cross section for Compton scattering in a way quite analogous to the corre- 
sponding case for bremsstrahlung (section 4) and we find, summing over all 
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unobservable sets of photons {n,,}, by the same method as in section 3 and 4 

Z’cn,nj(d@, ~212, {“rz,,>; P, sdl)/dQ) = ~o’~(&s~i~, E~~AJ* 

IF@ ; p’, s2l2; PI Slh) 12 &@(p’) + wsz- E(P)-%,) MP’ + kc_p -ksJ 

exp[-- aC(p’, p) In fZ/Lle], (5.18) 

the difference with (5.17) being that the infrared divergence in the exponen- 

tial is now removed (compare with (4. IO)). 

With the aid of the expression (5.18) ( i.e. with the redefined cross section 

for Compton scattering) we are now able to discuss the effect of radiative 

corrections in the low-energy limit. First of all we have to realize that this 

‘low-energy limit’ for the two external photons has to be taken in the sense 

that those photons are observable, i.e. that their energies verify As < wgl, 

osz < m. In the rest system of the incoming electron we find for (5.18) 

= YO’~(E~~~~, esalJ2 IF(6; ksl - k,,, ~222; o, sd1)12 exp[- aC(& - k,,, o) 

In 6/A&]. (5.19) 

The exponential factor in (5.19) can be replaced by 1 if the following in- 

equalities hold 

EI exp[(aC(ksl - k,,, o))-I] > A&> 0 exp [-(aC(k,, - k,,, o))-I]. (5.20) 

This is found by observing that a << 1 and C(ksl - k,,, o) = O(W,,~/VZ~). 

The low-energy cut off c;j, however, is an artificial quantity, verifying 

6 < m. When AE is fixed and verifies 

m > AC > m exp [-(aC(kal - k,,, o))-l] (5.21) 

which is the case in actual experiments (note that exp[-(aC(k,, - ks8, 

o))-l] <exp(- 1371 = 10-60), we find a whole G-region in which the ex- 

ponential factor in (5.19) can be taken equal to 1, i.e. in which the inequalities 

(5.20) hold. This region is m > CO > m exp[- (aC(k,, - k,,, o))-11. Since 

the left-hand side of (5.19) cannot depend on 6, we conclude that IF(G; 

ksl - ksz, s&; o, sli11)12 is independent of CT, for m > W > m exp[- (aC(k,, 

- ksz, o))-11. In that region we can write \F(Gi; ksl - k,,, ~212; o, sll1)12 21 

II 1 + O(aC(ksl - k,,, o) In m/G) N 1 if cosl, msa < m and we find for (5.19), 

under the condition (5.21) 

Z’(Q do(k,, - k,,, ~212, {fisnsl}; o, s4jd.Q = ~o’~(&sl~g&ssJ~ (5.22) 

which is the Thomson formula in terms of renormalized mass and charge. 

This result provides us with a new realistic formulation of the Thirring 
theorem, applicable to observable cross sections. It is satisfactory that in 
our derivation the low-energy cut off 6, which plays an important role in 
the definition of basic diagrams, can be chosen quite arbitrarily in the region 

m > 5 > m exp[- (aC(ksl - k,,, o))-I]. 
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